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Where we’re going…..

We don’t need Excel !!!!



Data Management Workbenches
What Are They?

• Tool that allows you to pull together multiple, disparate sources of data
• EDC 
• Safety
• Central Labs
• Specialty Labs
• ePRO

• Easy way to view and review data using programmed reports/listings

• Add queries, notes/issues, flag items during review

• Communication tool with internal staff, external staff and vendors

• Documented oversight at the sponsor level 
• FDA hot button ! 

• Reusable, repeatable, fully documented process

• Should be 21CFR Part 11 compliant



Data Management Workbenches
How Can They Help Me?

• Alleviates need for Excel spreadsheets

• Takes pressure away from programmers

• Allows DM to be self sufficient

• Documented review of records allows for full audit trail

• No jumping in and out of EDC to do review-DM workbench can 
serve as a single point of review

• All issues (queries) are in one location
• No more tracking down the color coded spreadsheet or email trail for an 

issue



Data Management Workbenches
Typical Users

• Data Managers/Clinical Data Coordinators
• Review and “action” data from all sources; not just EDC

• Use pre-configured listings and reports to only review “new” or “changed” 
data
• Directed data review; not the “same old” process

• Use DM workbench for communication purposes
• Vendor reconciliation

• Medical Monitors
• Identify outliers quickly and easily

• Use configurable patient profiles to review patient as a whole

• Safety issues or trends to watch are easily found instead of hidden in data



Data Management Workbenches
Governance Process

• As with any process, governance is an essential part to making it 
work! 

• Using a DMW is no exception

• Governance should be established for:

• What listings/reports are generated for review

• Who reviews each listing/report

• If changes need to be made, they go through a change 
control process

• Standard listings to be used in every study, regardless of 
TA/indication



Data Management Workbenches
Incremental Listings



Data Management Workbenches
Graphical Patient Profiles



Data Management Workbenches
Issue Identification



Data Management Workbenches
Final Thoughts

• Workbenches brings technology to the forefront to assist in data 
cleaning and clinical trial oversight

• Empowers users to review “smarter” and not “harder”

• Allows for identification and exploration/resolution of issues 
which may have not been found until it was TOO LATE (TLF 
Stage)

• Governance is critical to ensure success

• Embrace the future! 
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Evolution of Risk Based Monitoring

Some Key Milestones

2012:  TransCelerate BioPharma:  Risk based Monitoring Initiative (led to RACT and IQRMP)

2013:  FDA Guidance:  Oversight of Clinical Investigations — A Risk-Based Approach to Monitoring

2013:  Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative (CTTI):  Quality by Design (QbD)

2016:  ICH E6 (R2) GCP guidance emphasized sponsor risk based quality management (RBQM) 

2019:  ACRO working on a RBQM white paper

From focused and deep (RBM) to widespread and overarching (RBQM)



Endpoints/Objectives/Critical Data

Risk Assessment/KRI

Monitoring Plan

EDC Design

EDC Review Plan

Data Capture-EDC

Monitoring Visit/Report

Source Data Verification (SDV)

CTMS

EDC

Source Data Review (SDR)

Issue Management

Analysis

Site Risk Levels 

Alerts/Notifications

Data Capture-eSource

Prioritized Task Management

TMF

RBQMInspection Readiness

Essential Doc Completeness

Complexity of Monitoring Related to EDC



Realized Benefits Today

Shift from 
Issue to Risk 

Management

Actionable 
Insights

Remote 
Monitoring

Focus on 
Critical Data



Analytics

Increasing Pressure on the System

Evolving Regulatory Focus Non-traditional Data Sources



Impact on Data Management

• New risks from new sources:  eSource, real-world data

• Decreasing role of EDC in capturing clinical trial data

• Additional requirements to support RBQM

• Design and management of review plan configuration

• Study complexity and amendments increasing



EDC 2022:  Improving Data Management

Data 
Workbenches

Closing the 
Action Loop

Data-driven 
study design 
optimization

Increased 
agility in study 

design
Automation



Monitoring Design Agility and Independence

Non-data CRF Updates

Review 
Plan 
Change

Review 
Plan 
Change

Review 
Plan 
Change

Review 
Plan 
Change

Site Monitoring

Data Management

Start of Study End of Study

Protocol Amendment Protocol Amendment

EDC needs to support adaptive monitoring strategies independent of casebook versioning



Study Design

Study Closeout

Study Conduct

Automation of Study Documentation

EDC TMF Site Archive



Impact on Site Monitoring

• Remote Monitoring

• Risk vs. issue management

• Tracking monitoring tasks and compliance

• Shift from SDV to source data review

• Risk is fluid:  adaptive monitoring

• Too much data - noise



Impact on Sites

• Too many systems/discrepancy management

• Complexity of communication channels

CROs

Sponsors

Sites



EDC 2022:  Improving Site Experience

• Reducing administrative burden

• Reuse of EHR and ePrescription data

• Direct data capture

• Unifying subject data for site and monitoring review

• PI Oversight of ALL data



EDC 2022:  The Edge of Tomorrow

Unifying All 
Subject Data 

and Site Review 
Workflow

Closing the 
loop:  

Driving activity 
and compliance 

from within

Removing Noise 
to Focus on 

What Matters

Data 
Workbenches 

vs. EDC

Agility in 
Amendments 
and Review 

Activities

eSource and 
Direct Data 

Capture
Automation

Data-Driven 
EDC Design 

Optimization



Questions



1. Do you envision a future state where EDC becomes obsolete and data 
management is done in workbenches or intelligent data hubs? 
A. If we continue to see an increase in virtual trials and  eSource, then yes, we will see a 

decrease in EDC and an increase in workbenches/intelligent data hubs 

2. What is difference between CDISC and HLA7? Is latter replacing former in the 
future? 
A. CDISC was designed to support the current industry processes for managing and 

analyzing clinical data, HL7 was more focused on basic data interoperability among all 
health care participants. HL7 is much nearer to the world of health care than clinical 
research

3. If we do not have preconfigured listings, how will you make sure other cross 
functional groups are reviewing the regular data listings. How is this 
documented from your experience? 
A. In order to ensure that you have documented proof that listings, no matter what they 

are, are being reviewed, you should have the ability to document that review in the 
Data Management Workbench. The system should have user roles that identify, via 
username the person and role who marked the listing or report reviewed, and you 
should be able to generate a report illustrating this. If the system does not have this 
ability or if you are still reviewing listings outside of a system at this point, I would 
create a Data Review Plan that is stored in a central location that all users can access 
and enter their name and date reviewed.

Questions 



4. Do DM workbenches refer to internal processes or platforms/softwares? If latter, can you 
provide examples? 
A. Workbenches or Clinical Data Hub’s refer to software that supports a DM review and approval process. 

There are commercially available systems out there to support this effort-in order to find them search of 
“Clinical Data Hub” “Data Management Workbench”

5. What are the (top/leader) Data Management workbenches available on the market? Are 
some independent from an EDC system? Is it meant to be better or cheaper than custom SAS 
programs? 
A. See answer to Question # 4. A data management workbench can be separate or part of an EDC system. It 

is meant to take the burden off of SAS programmers during the trial as well as the ability to capture data 
reviews as well as record items found during the review that would have otherwise only been 
documented in Excel.

6. Our organization has a trial with a partner organization where each organization is entering 
data in their own EDC system - so we have two EDC systems feeding into one SAS database. 
Would a DMW allow central data management oversight of this trial?
A. This is the PERFECT scenario for a DMW. The DMW would allow for a common location for all of the data 

from each system and would allow for “one source of the truth” for reporting and data exploration as 
well as DM oversight. 

7. For the workbench topic on the last slide, could you please expand on the idea that 
"governance is critical"?. 
A. Technology has the ability to allow for a number of tasks to occur easily. However even if the system can 

allow for tasks to occur, it is still critical to ensure that you govern the processes to ensure that everyone 
on the project knows what is being reviewed, who has the primary responsibility to review, frequency to 
review, issue escalation/resolution etc in order that critical data is not missed or overlooked 

Questions 



8. Can you clarify the term workbench? Can you give some examples of technology that is 
considered a workbench? how would a workbench be implemented when the data comes from 
a variety of sources? 

A. The term workbench is a technology solution that allows for multiple sources of data to be aggregated in one 
location (EDC, Labs, ePRO, IRT etc) and customized reports and listings run on that data in order to clean it 
during a clinical trial. Please see answer to Question # 6 for examples of workbenches commercially available 
in the industry.

9. Please give examples of DM work benches 
A. Please see answer to Question # 4 for examples of workbenches commercially available in the industry.

10. Are data management work benches typically used by a study sponsor or a CRO? how important 
is it identify a data issue in the work bench environment but then be able to issue the query 
from the native application?

A. Workbenches can be used by both CRO and Sponsor to review and clean data on an ongoing basis. It gives the 
ability to see data from multiple sources aggregated in one location instead of having to go to multiple places 
to review-causing a “fractured” review of the subject. The benefit of being able to record an issue or a query 
from the workbench further streamlines the review process and allows users to stay in one system instead of 
jumping in and out of different tools.

11. Are there any workbench tools available now? If so any examples you can suggest?
A. Please see answer to Question # 4 for examples of workbenches commercially available in the industry.

12. What program is Data Workbenches written in and who will be setting it up and maintaining it?
A. Please see answer to Question # 4 for examples of workbenches commercially available in the industry. Some 

workbench software in the industry is just software which means the company purchasing it must set up and 
maintain it-others have full service groups supporting it so that the Client is an end user but doesn’t have to 
perform a full set up.

Questions 
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